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Abstract. Chinese fan transformed from a practical object to art piece after in-
tegrated with traditional calligraphy and painting. Later with calligraphy and 
painting as a vehicle, it penetrated into all aspects of the traditional Confucian-
ism-oriented Chinese culture, to establish the distinctive fan culture. Suzhou fan 
is an important branch of Chinese fan culture with various kinds, whose tech-
niques pursue being premium, refined and elegant. It is enriched with the  
essence of the culture of South Yangtze River, with long history. With the de-
velopment throughout history, Suzhou fans have experienced dramatic changes 
in areas including management model, skills, material and functions and values-
--- practical value is being marginalized; only the cultural experience within 
Suzhou fans is being sought and explored. The fast development of traditional 
brands requires scientific and effective means of service design to guide design 
to win customers, strengthening the competition of enterprises. This article will 
discuss the value experience of Suzhou fan brand culture from all kinds of as-
pects including positioning and categorization, revolution of craftsmanship, 
models and styles, brand experience model, promotion and sales; under the 
changes of materials, events, emotion and law, to create a systematic service 
design of the product for customers. This article will take systematic service de-
sign research methodology, analyze from social, cultural, economic and sus-
tainable development aspects and treat service as a platform, Suzhou fans as a 
tool, starting from stories, by using customer participation creatively, to come 
up with the ways and contents provided by service. In this way, consumers can 
integrate themselves into the history and culture of Suzhou fan, from the pers-
pective of value experience and economic development to further seek the cul-
tural theme inside consumers’ mind, creating the brand image emphasizing on 
experience. Based on the status quo, we will state clearly the problems of the 
inheritance and development of Suzhou fans. We carried on questionnaires and 
data investigation; in which the questionnaire items include: popularity, memo-
ry, likability, reputation, brand connection, overall brand equity; to offer  
suggestions on sustainable development and brand value improvement from 
sensorial experience, emotional experience, thinking experience and behavioral 
experience, etc,. This subject is aimed at not only playing the role of the uni-
queness of Suzhou fan, but also under this premise to integrate Suzhou fan with 
innovative craftsmanship and new technologies, to develop and design Suzhou 
fan for different market segments; to design the service system proposal that 
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can be used, satisfied, highly effective and can satisfy special social psycholo-
gy; to improve the sense of values of Suzhou fan brands, promote the regional 
economic image, develop industrial advantages, brand advantages, market ad-
vantages and regional advantages, realizing the effective integration of industri-
al cluster and regional brands. 

Keywords: Suzhou Fans, Brand Culture; Value Experience; systematic Product 
service design. 

1 Suzhou Fans 

The history of Chinese fans is very long. In the beginning, it was used to cool off; 
later it is changed to show etiquette and appreciation, representing the strong ethnic 
characteristics. Many kinds of traditional artistic patterns with long history are all 
integrated into the fans, such as Chinese painting art, calligraphy, poems, carving art, 
etc,. Suzhou fan has become an important branch of hand fan culture, with 600 years 
history. The main categories include four kinds: folding fans, sandalwood fan, round 
silk fan and paper fan. Suzhou fan is famous for its delicacy, known as the “elegant 
fan of Suzhou”, is a bright pearl of Suzhou handicraft, listed on China Intangible cul-
tural heritage in 2006.  

2 Suzhou Fan Brand Culture and Connotation? 

Suzhou is an ancient city with 2000 years. The reasons of the long lasting of Suzhou 
fan culture are: good human environment, profound cultural heritage, distinctive so-
cial environment and the poetic and literary lifestyle. All these provided external envi-
ronment and nutritious space [1] for the prosperity and development of Suzhou fan 
culture and brands. In Ming Dynasty, many talented and successful figures gathered 
in Suzhou. Moreover, in Ming Dynasty, the intellectuals of Suzhou promoted the 
thoughts on craft and the craftsmanship techniques and the communication between 
craftsmen and scholar-officials. In particular, this has formed the delicate and elegant 
characterized “Suzhou styled” crafting, showing attention on all aspects of aesthetics. 
In craft, it pursues the artistic theme of “made by nature” style, focusing on the South 
Yangtze River regional characteristics, taking natural materials such as bamboo, san-
dalwood and silk etc,. to be the raw material. Under this background, Suzhou folding 
fan became the popular” refined object held in sleeves”. When one holds a folding fan 
with calligraphy and paintings on it, and starts to play with it, he will be holding the 
refined and cultured temperament naturally.  

3 The Status Quo of Suzhou Fans 

There had been twists and turns in the development of Suzhou fans. Due to the tragic 
history of late Qing Dynasty, the economy of South Jiangsu Province transferred, 
which exerted some impact on the development of Suzhou fan; during the  
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Chinese-Japanese war, the livelihood of people had been destructed to such an extent 
that the production and sales of Suzhou folding fans declined day by day; the invasion 
of Japanese fan culture into China was also one of the contributors to the setback of 
sandalwood fans; after the new China(People’s Republic of China)was established, 
due to the high proportion of handicraft industry in national economy , during the 
economic recovery period, Suzhou as the prosperous place of handicrafts, proposed 
the policies of protecting, developing and enhancing the handicraft industry to active-
ly help handcrafters to recover and develop production, and help them to overcome all 
kinds of difficulties in human labor, finance, production and management. Related 
authorities visited artists and organized them to be back to the industry from all chan-
nels to save the handicraft skills that were endangered. In 2006, the Suzhou fan-
making skill was listed in the first batch of China Intangible cultural heritage. The 
enforcement of intangible cultural heritage protection policies better promoted the 
inheritance and protection of the skill of making fans, which leads to the emphasis 
laid back again on the Suzhou fan-making skill, making the fan-making craftsmen to 
feel their great importance in industrial art. 

As far as Suzhou fan has been developing till today, although it went through dra-
matic social changes, Suzhou is still a place beneficial to the growth of handicraft 
industry. Along with the changes of economy, customs and life, the skills of Suzhou 
fans have gone through dramatic transitions. The ecological change of Suzhou handi-
craft states that: the development of handicraft is not constant, only the Suzhou fan 
handicraft that adapts to the ecological environment can walk the long way. 

4 The Wide-Spread of Suzhou Fan Brand Culture Requires the 
Up-to-Date Design Method 

Suzhou fan culture used to be prevailing for hundreds of years in history. With the 
social and environmental changes, especially under the current fever of collection, 
based on certain economic conditions, the materially rich industrial society has acce-
lerated the replacement of fans by new technologies for its cooling functions. Only 
the cultural experience in the Suzhou fan is still being sought and explored. Cultural 
recourses possess certain dynamic features. If you only emphasize on the past advan-
tages, there can be no effective integrated development on the unique cultural re-
source of Suzhou fans. [2]However, if these features can be well-applied, we can 
utilize our existing cultural resource to develop cultural industry. This article will 
discuss the value experience of Suzhou fan brand culture from all kinds of aspects 
including positioning and categorization, revolution of craftsmanship, models and 
styles, brand experience models, promotion and sales; under the changes of materials, 
events, emotion and law, to create a product service system design for customers. 
With the great importance attached and protection policies implemented on intangible 
cultural heritage by the country, here we will offer some guidance advice on the de-
velopment of Suzhou fans. 
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5 Group Segments, Demand Analysis / Research to Position the 
Comments of Customers  

Design questionnaire / marketing research 

1. What’s your age? 
 20-35    35-45   45-60   60-80 

2. What’s your occupation? 
 Student     Company staff   Senior executive   Civil Servant 

3.  What’s your gender? 
Male  Female   

4. Do you know Suzhou fan?    
Don’t know   Know a little bit   Know very much   Being studying on 

It    

5. The impression on Suzhou fan. Do you like it?    
Don't like it.   Reject it   Like it.      Like it very much   

6. Would you search any history introduction on this field?   
No.  Sometimes will.   Yes.    Often study on it. 

7. What's your impression on Suzhou? Would you like South Yangtze River 
styled special objects because your preference on Suzhou?    
No  Maybe   Yes   Often 

8. Do you like the culture of South Yangtze River? Would you come to travel?  
 Dislike    It's all right    Like    Like it very much 

9. Is there obvious difference between Suzhou fan and other fan art like Si-
chuan fan and Beijing fan? 

 Not obvious  Don't pay attention to that  Know a bit   Big difference 

10.  If you choose Suzhou fan, how would you use it?   
To fan the wind and cool oneself  Composing poem and paint    

Stage performance   Home decoration 

11. Would you go and buy in a specialty shop? 
 No   Yes.    

12. If you buy, what is your purchasing channel?  
Tourist attraction   Specialty shop   Local grocery store   Online 

13. If you buy Suzhou fan, which part do you focus more on?  
 Framework of fan   Fan  Decoration on the fan   Fan bag 
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14. Which of the framework material of Suzhou fan below do you like  
most? 

Hawksbill sea turtle   Bamboo  Incienso wood   Ebony   
New technological Synthetics 

15. Would you use it yourself or give it as a gift to friends and families?   
Use myself   Give as a gift 

16. What's the feeling of the expected Suzhou fan that you would buy?    
Elegant   Cultured   Magnificent   Gentle and delicate 

17. Do you think traditional Suzhou fan is necessary to add technical  
innovation?  
Yes   Not sure    No 

18. Would you improve your status and image by using Suzhou fan? 
Yes.    No. 

19. Have you bought this kind of book?  
Haven’t seen  Have seen, but didn’t buy  Bought  Often buy 

20. Have you seen the specialty store in your hometown? 
 No.  Yes     

21. After you buy, would you introduce it to your friends and families? 
  Yes   Depends/Maybe  No 

 
Conclusion: Today, there are four kinds of people who like holding fans including 
performers of Pingshu(storytellers), Xiangsheng(crosstalk) artist(artist who play com-
edic performance by the format of dialogue) , some people who have certain cultural 
taste and social status when they play chess and drink tea, and some scholars and 
calligraphers and painters who mimic ancient scholars like Tang Yin and Zhu Da. 
Most people like and accept the South Yangtze River culture which can induce them 
to like special objects which obtain the culture of this region. 

6 The Value Experience Model of Suzhou Fan Brand Culture 

In the past, the focus of design is the hard design elements including product shape, 
function and materials. Today, as user experience, user participation, user psychology 
and other soft design elements are upgraded from being attached to hard design ele-
ments to the same status of the hard one [3], people are emphasizing on the consumer 
satisfaction rate. With the design concept of using the soft to rule the hard, it broadens 
the knowledge system and operation depth.  

Experience: Bernd H. Schmitt from Columbia University pointed out in Experience 
Marketing art that experience is the individual feeling of an individual’s response  
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to some stimulation, which is caused by direct observation or participation in events, 
the result of the interaction between the events happened and individual mental  
status [4]  

Brand Experience: Brand experience value includes sensorial experience value, 
emotional experience value, social experience value [5], knowledge experience value 
Sensorial experience value is the sensorial experience gained from branded product 
by sense of visual, listening and touching and aesthetic value; emotional experience 
value is some emotion or emotional state given by the brand to the consumer, in 
which emotional state includes happiness and the level of arousal; social experience 
value is what consumers feel about their self-realization, sense of social achievement 
and social acceptance from the branded product; knowledge experience value origi-
nates from the knowledge and horizon broadened and improvement of intelligence 
brought by the branded product. Getting in touch with the brand can make oneself to 
think more. 

The value experience of the brand of Suzhou fan: 

1. Sensorial experience value is the sensorial and aesthetic value obtainment of the 
appearance, function and performance of Suzhou fan. High sensorial value experience 
depends on the property of the product, while sensorial experience value obtained 
depends on good visual sense, touch sense and so on, which will also improve the 
comments given by consumers to the quality of the branded product. The feature of 
Suzhou fan design is like how you feel when you hold the framework of the fan---- 
the tenacity of the bamboo is very strong, Hawksbill sea turtle is hard, sandalwood is 
soft; the xuan paper or white silk of the fan; the smell of the sandalwood can calm 
people; the beauty of the painting and calligraphy of the fan; the detachment and natu-
ralness of the painting and calligraphy can give people different sensorial feelings to 
satisfy different groups of people with delicate craft, moisturized color, smooth lines, 
comfortable touch and tranquil inner mind. On the other hand, the research on sen-
sorial preference is beneficial to the growing of Suzhou fan industry.2. Well-designed 
Suzhou fan has certain aesthetic value and emotional experience can stimulate the 
emotional value of people and resonate them to further transform consumers from the 
acceptance of the brand and brand preference to higher leveled brand loyalty. The 
reason why consumers can be loyal to certain branded fan is because the culture of the 
brand meets the cultural need of consumers. The material used by Suzhou fan is cha-
racterized natural material in the South Yangtze River region, which can arouse 
people to crave for the beautiful scenery of South Yangtze River. The themes of the 
painting and calligraphy on the fan varies from stories to animals to plants to scenery 
to display and decoration, giving different emotional experience and connection. The 
shape of the fans including hexagon, Chinese flowering crabapple, round shape on the 
round fan can offer different emotional experience. The Suzhou fan compared to other 
fan culture has more apparent features, focusing on the culture in South Yangtze  
River, and further seeking the emotion inside to inspire some emotion, or happiness or  
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warmth, or reminiscence to better strengthen the impression of Suzhou fan brand.3. 
The social experience of Suzhou fan brand experience, the sense of achievement and 
social acceptance when using Suzhou fan, is the feeling that by using this brand, the 
user can feel he’s well-respected by the society. Today, under the requirement of pro-
moting traditional culture and protecting intangible cultural heritage, the whole socie-
ty is attaching great importance on traditional culture, all kinds of folk culture is 
emerging again. Suzhou fan brand has a long history, which is positive and can 
represent positive culture with certain social taste. In terms of the satisfaction of using 
the fan to change one’s identity, consumers can also experience the safeguard of social 
interest in the consumption. Suzhou fan brand has the function of protecting complete 
social interest, moral value, political value and ecological value. 4. The knowledge 
experience of Suzhou fan is the information value and knowledge gained from the 
brand. We can say that Suzhou fan culture is the essence of South Yangtze River cul-
ture.  In particular, the creation of paintings and calligraphy, the making of frame-
work of the fan and bamboo carving, all of which are involving in the culture in  
Suzhou region. To some degree, Suzhou fan is a reflection of Suzhou culture. 

When being used, it can enable people to know the history and culture in a certain 
period, and the hobby of scholars, have access to more knowledge and broaden the 
view. 

Suzhou fan needs more attention and the enhancement of added value---- the rea-
son why brand can bring added value is because the brand can bring added value to 
the customer, which is the additional value this brand can give to the customer com-
pared to its rival. The researchers who study based on the brand equity of the custom-
ers all support to analyze the customer need to improve brand equity. The process of 
consumer’s every purchase and use is an experience process of the brand. When the 
experience process ends, whether consumers can the expected experience value can 
have impact on the comment of the brand. Below, we will start from the perpective of 
customers to conduct theoretical analysis to design the effective path which fits with 
the long term development of Suzhou fan brand.  

7 The Service System Study on Suzhou Fan Brand 

Promotion Channel 

1. Upgrade the Suzhou fan brand image, boost the consumption behavior value  
including functional, occasional, social, emotional value and cognitive effect, cov-
ering all kinds of experience. In terms of the design of Suzhou fan culture expe-
rience, the experience ways that gets the contact with consumers should be diversi-
fied, including advertisement, PR, communications in the original region, cultural 
experience, packaging promotion, channel promotion, retail terminal promotion 
and so on. Diversified communication channel can bring cultural experience from 
all aspects. 
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2. Exhibition of Suzhou fan. “The painting and calligraphy on the fan” is centering on 
painting and calligraphy. The fan is working for the painting and calligraphy which 
in turn use the fan to play the role of its own artistic charm. Exhibition can attract 
scholars, painters, calligraphers to gather together, establishing the public relation 
with celebrities can upgrade the Suzhou fan brand to a new level.  

3. Collect the maintenance knowledge into one booklet and organize related know-
ledge into one book to send to customers as gifts. 

4. Utilize advertisement to improve the added value of the product..Under the guid-
ance of providing service to the consumers and satisfying them, by making beauti-
ful advertisement to deliver brand concept and good feelings to consumers,  
improving consumer satisfaction, it can form consumer’s stable preference on the 
brand, further leading the consumers to keep buying this product.  

In terms of management: 

1. Build and manage customer data base.By building and managing relative complete 
customer data base, companies can deeply understand the expectation, attitude and 
behavior of customers, in order to better serve customers and add the value of cus-
tomers. The customer data base contains the information of : customer’s age, occu-
pation, income, preference; the expectation and preference and behavior of  
customers; how consumers purchase, etc,.  

2. Establish association. Organize studying or knowledge collection and inner-
industrial discussion. 

3. Enhance the related legal and institutional building and create a good environment 
of cultural industrial development 

In terms of brand concept: 

1. Shape and build well-known brand and wellknown factories, enhancing the symbo-
lizing meaning of the product. Throughout time, well-known brands can bring high 
added value, consumers also prefer branded products and are satisfied with them. 

2. To present the symbolizing meaning of the product. For example, the reason why 
people tend to paymore for well known brand is because the value of well-known 
brand contains the confidence and promise of the brand. It’s not the using value of 
the brand that people enjoy, but the self-dignity and honor given symbolized by the 
brand. 

3. Suzhou fan new design should expand towards brands. The cognition of consumers 
on brand design first comes from the knowledge of its product function. If it can 
satisfy consumers physically and mentally, this kind of satisfaction is related with 
its own information. Consumers have high appreciation on the product. When they 
have strong credibility, they will transfer the credibility on abstract brands, and 
highly appreciates the brand, to form good brand image.  
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In terms of design: 

1. Excellent package can be beneficial to the product to be sent as a gift. From the an-
cient times till now, fans are often treated as the gifts given between the emperor 
and officials, gifts given between nations, and as gifts given between friends and 
families. China is well known as a country of etiquette, which maintains the long 
lasting culture of “present”(“礼”which has the same pronunciation of the first cha-
racter of etiquette in Chinese). By using good packaging design can also improve 
the added value of the product.  

2. The culture of South Yangtze River is integrated with the product. The design 
should try to integrate with the cultural scenery of South Yangtze River to improve 
brand impression. 

3. Duplicate and create beauty at the same time. Not only should they search and seek 
the atmosphere which is to restore the feelings, taste and mental state of the an-
cient, but also analyze needs to innovate. In terms of innovation, one should also 
learn from the ancients to integrate all kinds of styles. Emphasizing on the combi-
nation of the expression of traditional culture and modern cultural innovation  
industry, requires people to create new aesthetical inclination and life concept. 
“Taking advantage of the ancient to apply in today’s life fulfills modern aesthetic 
ways.” Is an important principle of developing cultural resource.  

4. Categorize according to proper price for different groups of people. The research 
and analysis states that currently the main uses of Suzhou fans roughly include 
communication between people, keeping healthy, collection, and practical use. For 
different consumers, they have different culture, aesthetical interest and economic 
conditions. If you cannot keep track on the changing of consumers, the economic 
benefit will decline.  

5. The decoration of fans focuses on the meaning, fan bags and fan pendant. The fan 
decoration of fan is an important link of sensorial experience. The design of fan 
decoration can be a part of improving sensorial experience. 

6. Utilize craft design to improve added value. By modifying and designing of 
processing craftsmanship and applying new material, improving the working accu-
racy of both inside and outside of the product, it can reach the aim of improving 
product quality and product level to increase added value of the product.  

7. To inject cultural and connotation to the product, improve cultural added values of 
the product. Cultural consumption is an important trend of modern marketing con-
sumption. Such high end cultural behavior is a kind of spiritual pursuit.  There-
fore, the design can attach some culture on the product and lead the consumers to 
enjoy the cultural knowledge, transform commodity consumption to cultural con-
sumption, satisfying consumers mentally to improve the satisfaction rate and real-
ize high added value. 

8. Utilize emotional design to improve added value. In design of Suzhou fan, one 
should inject emotion to it to enhance emotional appeal to touch consumers, im-
proving added value. Despite the material satisfaction, when a product can offer 
pleasure, it automatically improve the consumer satisfaction and become high  
value added product. 
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In terms of marketing: 

1. Can be used as stage and performance tools, establishing long term promotion 
partnership. 

2. Sell in well known tourist sites in South Yangtze River 
3.  Establish well-known factories, fan shops or specialty stores. 
4. Inline marketing 

8 Conclusion 

Chinese culture has thousands of years of evolution, forming unique core value and 
cultural system, with rich cultural experience and emotional value [7]. This kind of 
cultural genes are deeply hidden in everyone’s genes. If the good culture of Chinese 
people and service can integrate into its own cultural elements, and effectively form 
appealing emotional experience and cultural brand, it can lead Made in China to be-
come prominent cultural product and enormous priceless value. These objects not 
only can get rid of low cost competition, but can also export the spirit treasure and 
excellent core value hidden in Chinese culture to encourage Chinese people. 
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